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Introduction

Design, as every issue in the realm of culture, is complex, heterogeneous. To refer to design –as a single world-
there are manifold ways that make it even difficult to reach agreement as to what is, in essence, the field of
design. Certainly, there are common features, but design as such only acquires meaning in the act of each
particular use. That is why the different theoretical approaches to the study of design define its generic
components.

In the present paper, we will analyse the design of visual communication as a social phenomenon, that is, we
must bear in mind that every communicative event, every system of representation is, by definition, a social
phenomenon. We will particularly consider design in relation with the processes of production of meaning, that
is, with its discursive functioning. The perspective held here integrates an array of aspects that converge in the
interpretation of design productions and that respond to external factors: in order to understand a communicative
fact, the functions of interpretation and the contextual conditions that determine it must be necessarily
considered.

Let us clarify this need: Since it became a profession and a discipline, graphic design has developed within a
productivity atmosphere, typical of modernity. In this context, discussion as well as teaching about design have
been focused on the intrinsic conditions of its manifestations, that is to say, an effort has been made to explain
the correct communicative functioning of those manifestations considering their specific conditions of
production. Along these lines, then, graphic design was thought as an activity requiring the formal organization
of the visible and the legible in the visual messages. And the order resulting from the rationality of its intervention
should guarantee clarity, transparency, the univocal nature of communications.

This notion was founded, on the one hand, on the rationalist ideology, and on the other hand, on a
unidirectional, univocal conception of communication (according to the model sender-message-channel-
receptor), which considered that information could be sent and reach its destination without distortions, since
each phase of transmission was considered controllable. 

Well, now, there is no communicative event that can be determined by conventions that ensure the univocal
nature of the result. Nothing guarantees that by respecting a certain equation –combination of styles, colours,
proportions, typographies, and so on- certain meaning will be produced. According to Eliseo Verón, this means
the order in meaning is irreducible to the order in doingi. Therefore, in order to account for their communicative
functioning, graphic design manifestations must be analysed at the level of processes of discursive production of
meaning.

The notion of discourse and discursive genres in the field of visual communication paves the way for a conceptual
reformulation. If we consider such a notion as a way to put languages into actionii, we could say that the level
of discourse is that of the significant processes and not that of its fixed products; it has to do with regularities
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that discursive practices establish in different contexts, in different historical moments. It implies a reciprocal
relationship between the particular event and the situation, the institution and the social practice in which it is
shaped: it is socially constitutediii and it is socially constitutive as well.

Of course, it is only possible to analyse the discursive functioning of graphic design starting with its productions:
images, script and image, script, image and sound, etc. The discourse, or what is discursive, not only allows
capturing these signifying materialsiv as empirical objects, but it also explains its communicative behaviour. But all
this does not invalidate the fact that such productions may be analysed in other ways, for instance, taking into
account their morphological typification, or any other internal analysis, which disarticulates their discursive
properties.

The production of meaning

We have stated that graphic design productions participate in the social assignment of meanings and they are,
at the same time, the result of social assignments of meaning. The subjects, with their culture, their ideology, their
vision of the world and, of course, their mood, are the ones who define and constantly redefine meaning in their
environment.

Meaning emerges in ‘reading’ a piece, and it depends on the relationships that subjects establish between
images, and what we call recognition conditionsv, that is the features that guide the interpretation of those
images The interpretation of images is influenced and conditioned by a series of implicatures by means of which
what is exposed is processed, filtered and constituted into meanings.

We would also like to point out that there is always a certain distance, a hiatus, between the moment of
production of images and the moment of the recognition of those images. This distance (which is necessarily
temporal) determines differences in the physical, cultural, social, space between the conditions and the
conditionings that intervene at the moment of production and those that will intervene at the moment of
recognition. In certain cases, the distance is minimum, as in the case of the productions meant for the mass
media; in other cases it is maximum, for instance in the development of brands and systems of institutional
identification (cases meant to generate stable representations and that are particularly affected by changes
among the different contexts of interpretation). Thus, the pieces or communications are produced at a certain
moment and under certain contextual conditions, and meanings are produced at another different moment.

This shows it is not possible to guarantee that the meanings proposed in the production of a piece be the same
that the receptors recognize in their interpretation. This fact becomes exacerbated in the manifestations of visual
design because of the heterogeneity of the material with which it constructs its pieces. This heterogeneity is also
constitutive and constituting. The different components of the production of graphic design (shapes,
typographies, figures, styles, materials, etc.) bring their own meaningful load, not only from the field of design,
but also from other fields. These components unfold their meanings, their historicity onto the piece, making their
voices heard, thus constituting the polyphony of voices that makes up discoursevi. In this way, the process of
recognition, as well as the process of production, presuppose interdiscursive relationships. A design piece thus, is
thus always a meeting place for many discourses to converge.

We do not mean that the products of design are doomed to an unpredictable or erratic destiny; what we want
to say is that their functioning in the social discourse network establishes a dialogical relationship with their
readers: these productions propose a meeting space in which the different interpretations of their
communications will take place. Interpretation is, then, a constant negotiation between senders, enunciation
strategies, contexts and the restrictions of recognition of discourses.
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The role of design

The identities -constructions in ongoing process, in constant evolution and always undergoing adaptation- are
realized, kept and modified in their representations: there is no identity outside representationvii. It is in the
discourses where the identities take place, where the different positions of the subjects become real, and where,
in turn, the conditions of social interpretation are shaped. To consider the discursive dimension of graphic design
productions entails the examination and acknowledgment of their role with respect to the social roles. How do
graphic design productions specifically work taking into account this view of analysis?

According to what has been stated, the particular way in which graphic design operates with images not only
leads us to think of what is spoken about in a certain way, but it also builds, in a particular way, the image of
who speaks: from the operations design carries out in graphic communications, the enunciator –explicit or
presupposedviii- not only holds the condition of private subject in public spaces of communication, but they also
acquire institutional natureix in the social interpretation. This way of conveying meaning lies on the recognition
of certain marks, which are the marks of design.

Even someone who is completely unacquainted with issues related to design is able to distinguish what is
designed from what is not, based on the formal characteristics of the realizations, and this capacity goes beyond
the quality of those realizationsx. These ways of saying, which guide interpretation, are the enunciation features
that design operations have already set in the network of social discourse and which are valued as institutional.
In other words: those images that are not designed will not be acknowledged as part of the network of
institutional discoursexi. The institutionalisation of the sender is, then, one of the effects of meaning –the
invariable effect of meaning- in the discursive operations of design.

The different enunciation strategies the institution will be able to unfold will be oriented towards making possible
the identification of their ways of saying, towards building and creating particular bonds of identity recognition
with their public.

Appraisal

The appraisal of the enunciator as institutional presupposes the appraisal of what is enunciated as discourse of
an institution; this raises different issues. I, it is worth mentioning at least those which critically influence a
peripheral context like the one in Argentina, and are related to the ethical and political dimension of design. On
the one hand: how can the performing capacity (the capacity of doing) of messages be recovered when this is
blocked by the disbelief the subjects have in the public and private institutions, which has been called
‘institutional crisis’ and which affects what is enunciated? This situation causes serious difficulties when designing
systems that are meant to induce behaviour on the part of the social actors.

On the other hand, and this is perhaps the other side of the coin: how is it possible to ‘deinstitutionalize’ the
representations of the social actors who claim they want to voice their own particular identity (be it individual or
collective but not institutional) and their concerns when these matters are outside the system (drug- addicts,
home-less, AIDS- infected, just to mention some), if design is precisely meant to ‘officialize’ discourse on which
it formally operates? How is it possible to let them express their particularities, when those expressions become
no longer marginal with the intervention of design? Therefore, one of the issues to find out about is: how not
participate in the social reproduction of the power relationships when images have the capacity to crystallize
situations, which many times stigmatise the actors precisely concerning the features the community is intended
to be sensitised about?
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Graphic design productions as visual enunciations, always entail an image of the others, those subjects they are
directed to and which they have to establish a rapport. Those they summon in order to involve them with
representations of ways of life, such as being successful, young, happy; but also how being poor, drug addict, or
marginal is seeingseen. Perhaps, one of the most important challenges design is faced with is precisely to be able
to assume its active role as participant, reproducer and, therefore, producer of social identities. 
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